
Ballet Syllabus and Placement Guidelines 
We believe ballet is a technical fundamental foundation to help strengthen a dancer’s training in other disciplines.  
Unless noted as a Performance Ballet class, our ballet classes do not perform. The performance ballet classes perform in 
the May Inspire Recital and will be assessed a costume fee of $60 in the spring. 
 
Every dancer will receive an evaluation in May that is based off of our examinations. The exams consist of exercises that 
will help demonstrate proficiency and readiness to move to the next level and/or be considered for pointe.  This will 
help families determine summer training and if they should sign up for our pre-placement session to be considered for a 
promotion in the following year.  In our program, it is normal that students to stay in a given level for over a year before 
progressing.   
 
Placement Guidelines: 

• Each dancer has two options for placement: They can take our pre placement session (two weeks before classes 
begin or returning students can sign up for the class they took last year and be evaluated the first 2 weeks of 
classes.  New students can sign up for a beginning class and then be evaluated.  

• Each dancer will receive a core level of placement or be given a core level with a concurrent option. 

• The concurrent option can only be taken if the dancer takes the core (lower level). This allows them to work on 
new elements while mastering the old).  

• The difference between the A and B level is that, A will be learning elements and Level B will be perfecting these 
elements.  

• Their placed level will also determine their eligibility to take additional classes in our Intermediate and 
Advanced Ballet classes on the schedule. 

• Pointe guidelines are also listed below. 
 
Youth, Tween, and Teen Ballet 

-Note:  Youth Ballet will not work from 5th position for centre 
Overall focus on introducing very basic steps, proper alignment and beginning foot articulation 
-Barre 
 -1st, 2nd, 3rd. and 4th positions (intro to 5th for teens) 
 -Demi-plié, grand-plié 
 -Battement tendu and battement degage from first position 
 -Rond de jambe à terre (en dehors/ en dedans)  -Relevé and elevé 
 -Passé retiré      -Grande battement 
 -fondu 
-Port de bras 
 -How to hold proper ballet hand 
 -All the positions of the arms: en bas, 1st, 2nd, 5th en au 
-Centre 
 -Tendu     -Port de bras 
 -Pirouette preparation   -Basic pas de bourrée 
 -Sautés in 1st and 2nd position  -Ballet walks and runs 
 -Chassé     -Glissades (from first) 
 -Chainé     -Grand jetés 
 -Changements    -Soubresauts 
 -Pas de Chat    -Soutenu turn 
 -Assemble    -Balance 
 -frappes    -fondu 
 -1st arabesque    - bourres 
 - Echappes    -floor poses  

-Saute arabesque, saute passé   -Soutinou turn 
-Pique passe  without  turn                - Balance Releve passé                                                           
-Pas de bourre    - saut de chat  



 

Ballet 2a/2b  

� Dancers placed in a 2b (without a concurrent enrollment in level 2a) are eligible to take Intermediate ballet on 

Saturday  

-Emphasis on learning all basic steps and positions, as well as introducing more use of epaulement and port de bras 
-Barre 
 -Add 4th and 5th position 
 -Rond de jambe à terre (both en dehors and en dedans) 
 -Frappés (intro double)    -Rond de jambe en l’air 
 -Adagio-developés    -Pas de cheval en croix 
 -Petit battement sur le cou-de-pied  -Temps lie 
 - Fondu      - petit battement 
-Centre 

-Introduction of body positions (Croisé devant/derriére, en face, Écarté, Effacé, etc.) 
-intro arabesque (1st and 2nd)   - epaulement   
-Échappé     -Pirouette en dehors intro en dedans  
-Assemblé    -adagio 
-Jete dessus and dessous  -Pas de chat 
-Emboites    -Soubresauts 
-Changements    -Pique retire 
-Pique soutenu    Saut de chat 
- Single frappe    -Sissonne 
-Tour Jete    - Epaulement 
-pique pas de bourree   -pas de bourree entourneau 

 

Ballet 3a/3b 

� Dancers placed in a 3a (without a concurrent enrollment in level 2b) are eligible to take 

Intermediate/Advanced Ballet  on Mondays. This is a performing class that also has an optional pointe 

component.   

� Dancers placed in a 3b (without a concurrent enrollment in level 3a) are eligible to take Advanced Ballet on 

Wednesdays.   

 

-Confident understanding of body positions, alignment, and epaulement 
-Barre 
 -Petite battements    -Double frappes 
 -Temps lie     -Grand fouette 
 -Fouette (en tournant) preparation  -Pas de cheval 
 -Sur le cou-de-pied     
  
-Centre- add reversing combinations  
 -Cabriole     -Balancé 
 -Arabesque positions (1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.)  -Entrechats 
 -Entre promenade (adagio)   -Pirouette en dedans 
 -Pique arabesque    -Pique turns 
 -Sissones     -Tour jetes 
 -Higher extensions (adage)   -Sout de basque and pas de basque 
 -pas de bourres devant, derriere, and entournau 
 - Enveloppe      -double pirouettes 
 - Promenade     - royal 
 - lame duck  turns    -  Relave arabesque 
               - Demi Foutte     - grand jete 
                - jete developpe     

 -adagio 



 

Advanced Ballet 

-Barre 
 -All of the above  -Ronde de jambe en l’air (dedans, dehors, and doubles)  
 -Petit battement serree  -triple frappe 
 -flic-flac 
-Centre 
 -Positions of the feet and arms (croise, efface, ecarte, a la seconde) 
 -Arabesque turns  -Pirouettes landing in arabesque 
 -Attitude turns  -Royal 

-Entrechat   -Emboite 
 -Pas de valse en tournant -Glissade 
 -Fouette en tournant  -Brise 
 -Tour jete   -Cabriole 
 -Pas de basque  -pas de chat jete 
 -entretrois   -entresies 
 - ballonne   - brise/ brise vole 
 - mazurka    - add batu to jumps (jete assemble) 
 -temps de cuisse  - menage 
 
POINTE  

• All dancers placed in  level 3a+ can automatically take pointe if they meet  the requirements listed below 

• Other students must be at least 11 years old, have 2 years ballet training, and a recommendation from 
placement session or the instructor.   

o In order to take the Thursday Pointe Class: Must be enrolled in 2x week Jazz and 3x week ballet (non-
pointe) class.  

o In Order to take the Monday class with a pointe component, dancers must be enrolled in a 2x week Jazz 
and 2 additional ballet classes.  

o If student misses significant regular ballet classes, they will not be permitted to continue on pointe until 
consistency is in place.  


